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Abstract: Active transportation (AT) has aroused great interest in recent years as it may benefit public
health and reduce the dependency on cars. This article aims to summarize recent findings on the
relationship between the objectively measured built environment and AT among adults, to examine
if different study designs may generate different results, and to provide directions for future research.
A systematic literature review of journal articles from different databases was conducted. Fifty-one
articles published between 2005 and 2017 were identified, and twelve built environment factors were
extracted. The results showed that residential density, land use mix, street connectivity, retail land
use, walkability, sidewalk, and access to destinations had a convincing positive relationship with
walking for transport. Regarding cycling for transport, while street connectivity and bike lane showed
a convincing positive relationship, neighborhood aesthetics and access to destinations showed a
convincing negative relationship. Studies that use different analyzed geographic units and different
measurements of AT may generate different results, so choosing suitable geographic units and
measurement of AT is necessary to reduce the mismatch in the relationships. In addition, we need
more longitudinal studies, more studies on cycling for transport, and more studies in countries
outside North America and Australasia.
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1. Introduction

According to a World Health Organization fact file, lack of physical activity is one of leading
risk factors for global mortality; it may also lead to non-communicable diseases such as diabetes,
cardiovascular diseases, and cancer, seriously threatening public health [1]. To reduce the health
risks of physical inactivity, active transportation (AT) has aroused great interest in recent years [2,3].
AT is any non-motorized travel based on human power, mostly referring to walking and cycling for
transport, but also skiing, skateboarding, and using a wheelchair [4]. AT is also called non-motorized
transportation, human powered transport, transport-related physical activity, and walking and cycling
for utilitarian purposes [5]. Studies have confirmed several health benefits of AT [6,7]. AT has a
beneficial impact on weight and cholesterol [8]. Compared with using private cars, walking to work is
related to lower probability of obesity, hypertension, diabetes, and mental disorders [9]. Moreover,
shifting from car use to AT may reduce air pollution, noise, and congestion [2]. Therefore, AT can be a
promising way to facilitate public health [10].

Promoting AT depends on whether the built environment is supportive [1,11]. Previous studies
showed that some built environment factors play roles in affecting AT. For example, AT might be
related to access to destinations and walking and cycling infrastructure [12]. People are likely to
walk or bike when the environment provides the destinations that are easy to access. To examine the
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relationship between the built environment and AT, an increasing number of studies have started
using objective measurements of the built environment, especially using the Geographical Information
System (GIS). Using objective measurements can explain the built environment in a more standardized
way [13,14], and the research results may better help planners and policy makers to promote AT
through the built environment [14]. However, existing empirical studies vary in research designs,
such as the differences in study location, targeted population, audit tool, analyzed geographic unit,
and study quality. The impact of study designs on the relationship between built environment and AT
remains unclear.

For guiding relevant practitioners and future studies, many reviews synthesized existing
knowledge about the relationship between built environment and AT. They have found that residential
density [15–18], street connectivity [14–16,18], land use mix [14,16–19], walkability [15,16,19,20] and
access to destinations [14,17,19,20] were positively related to AT. However, some of them have
provided results that derived from different contexts (e.g., neighborhood, workplace) and different
measurements (e.g., objectively measured, perceived) of built environment and AT, and some did not
study walking and cycling for transport separately. Few literature reviews analyzed the relationship
between built environment and AT in a context-specific and domain-specific manner [15,21]. Moreover,
not enough literature reviews have explored the impact of study designs on the relationship between
built environment and AT. A review that focuses on the objectively measured neighborhood built
environment and AT is helpful to explore the role of the built environment in promoting AT. Therefore,
this article aims to answer the following questions: (1) what are the recent findings on the relationship
between the objectively measured neighborhood built environment and AT? (2) Do different study
designs generate different results? (3) What directions can we provide for future research?

2. Materials and Methods

A systematic literature review method was adopted to synthesize the existing empirical studies.
This review follows the guidance of the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews
and Meta-Analyses) statement, which provides a detailed 27-item checklist that ensures a transparent
meta-analysis report and systematic literature review [22]. This method was designed originally
for clinical fields, but it can be used in other scientific fields [22]. To reduce bias and standardize
the reporting of systematic literature reviews, the PRISMA statement is promoted to examine the
relationship between the built environment and physical activity [23].

2.1. Search Strategy and Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria

The literature search was conducted across four electronic databases: Web of Knowledge, Scopus,
PubMed, and Active Living Research. The publishing time of relevant articles was from January 1990
to March 2017. Articles were required to have been written in English and published in peer-reviewed
journals. To ensure the quality of the selected studies, grey literature were not included in the
search. Keywords that related to both AT and the built environment were used in title searches of the
four databases. Terms, relevant synonyms, and spelling variations used to search for AT included:
active transportation, physical activity, walk, cycle, bicycle, bike, commute, travel, and activity; those
used to search for the built environment included: built environment, community, neighborhood,
urban, metropolitan, street, and environment. In different databases, the search terms were adjusted
according to the rules of the relevant databases. According to the PRISMA statement, there are four
steps in the selection of publications: identification, screening, eligibility, and inclusion (see Figure 1).
Two reviewers searched and selected independently and then discussed together to reach a consensus
when finding disagreements or uncertainties.

In the selection of publications, there were four inclusion criteria:

• Objective measurement of the urban neighborhood environment.
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• Transport-related physical activity measured with self-reported methods. Self-reported methods
are most frequently used in obtaining physical activity data [16]. Therefore, we only focused on
studies using self-reported physical activity data and excluded studies using objectively measured
physical activity data.

• Mean age of study respondents of between 18 and 65 years old. Studies that solely focused on
older adults (>65 years old) were excluded because older adults might have declined mobility [24],
which might lead to a different relationship between built environment and AT.

• Quantitative studies with cross-sectional or longitudinal data.

During the full-text screening, 331 articles were excluded for the following reasons: (1) they
assessed the urban neighborhood built environment only by perception; (2) the research area contained
rural areas; (3) the measurements of physical activity were only related to recreational, moderate to
vigorous, or general physical activity; (4) no analysis was made of the relationship between the built
environment and AT; (5) articles were based on the same project with similar analysis and results (only
one study of each of these was chosen).

After the full-text screening, 43 articles were included. Eight articles were identified from the
reference of the included articles and other review studies. Finally, 51 [25–75] articles were included
for the data extraction and analysis.
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2.2. Data Extraction

In the analysis of the relationship between neighborhood built environment factors and AT,
AT include walking for transport, cycling for transport and general AT. General AT means that the
researchers did not separate walking and cycling when investigating respondents’ AT.

The selection of the neighborhood built environment factors was based on the factors that were
objectively measured in the retained 51 publications. Only built environment factors with clear
descriptive results in more than one publication were selected. All the included studies used statistics
to show their results. Most studies used p-values, with p < 0.05 indicating that the measured built
environment factor is significantly related to physical activity. Some studies also chose 95% confidence
intervals to determine significance. Finally, a total of twelve factors were selected. These twelve built
environment factors include some relevant items that were used in different studies as described
in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of selected built environment factors.

Built Environment Factor Relevant Items or Examples Used in Included Articles

Residential density Population density; dwelling density

Land use mix Land use diversity

Street connectivity Intersection density; street crossing density

Retail land use Retail area ratio; commercial land use; commercial intensity; density of services

Walkability Walkability score; walkability index; Walk Score; active living potential

Street integration The extent of access to a street segment or set of streets from other street
segments or other parts of the city

Sidewalk The presence or length of sidewalk; sidewalk/pedestrian network

Bicycle lane The presence or density or length of bicycle lane; the proximity to bicycle lane;
bicycle network connectivity

Access to destinations The presence or number of a range of destinations; the proximity/access to
shop, services, restaurant, bus stop/railway station, school, work, church, etc.

Traffic volume/speed Traffic volume; traffic speed

Hilliness Hill; slope

Neighborhood aesthetics Presence of trees; green canopy coverage; greenness; green space; streetscape;
the number of parks; park land use

2.3. Coding of Evidence

To categorize the relationship between AT and built environment factors, a method of evidence
coding was used after adaptation from a previous literature review of Van Holle et al. [20]. The degree
of the relationship was coded as three levels: unable to get a summary result, possible, and convincing
(see Table 2). We only give a summary result to the built environment factor, for which more than four
studies reached a conclusion.

Table 2. Criteria for coding summary results.

Type of results Description Code

Not able to get a summary result

0–4 studies reach a conclusion for the built environment factor;
-0–40% of studies reach a conclusion in the same direction;

41–50% of studies reach a conclusion in the same direction and
≥25% in the opposite direction

Possible relationship 41–50% of studies reach a conclusion in the same direction and
<25% in the opposite direction P; O; N

Convincing relationship 51–100% of studies reach a conclusion in the same direction P; O; N

- = Not able to get a summary result; P = possible positive relationship; O = possibly not related; N = possible
negative relationship; P = convincing positive relationship; O = convincingly not related; N = convincing
negative relationship.
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2.4. Quality Assessment Criteria

The quality of these selected studies was assessed with a tool named the Effective Public
Health Practice Project Quality Assessment Tool (EPHPP) [76,77] and its adapted version used by
Grasser et al. [15]. The EPHPP tool has been confirmed to have an excellent agreement for its final
grading [78]. It is a suitable tool for assessing the quality of quantitative research with various study
designs. Because the majority of the selected studies used cross-sectional data, this assessment tool
was adapted to assess four components regarding the studies’ methodological quality: response rate,
representativeness, outcome measures, and confounding factors (further description presented in
Table 3). Under assessment of confounding factors, self-selection adjustment was added as a criterion,
as it might affect the accuracy of the result regarding the relationship between the built environment
and physical activity [14,25]. Generally, self-selection means that people who like to be physically
active tend to choose to live in a neighborhood that can better support physical activity [25]. In the
included studies, self-selection factors contain the respondents’ attitudes towards AT, preference for a
more/less walkable neighborhood to live in, and other factors related to psychosocial aspects.

Table 3. Criteria used in the quality assessment.

Component Explanation Score

Response rate The overall response rate of the questionnaire
survey of physical activity

• 0: unknown or ≤5%
• 1: 5%–20%
• 2: ≥20%

Representativeness Whether the study sample could represent the
target population

• 0: unknown or
not representative

• 1: partly representative
• 2: representative

Outcome measures Whether the study used a valid questionnaire

• 0: unknown or not valid
• 1: unknown but used

local city/national
household survey data

• 2: valid

Confounding factors Whether the study controlled for socioeconomic
factors and self-selection factors

• 0: not controlled
• 1: only controlled for

socioeconomic factors
• 2: controlled for both

socioeconomic factors
and self-selection factors

Final grade The final result of the quality assessment after
summing up the scores above

• Weak: 0, 1, 2, 3
• Moderate: 4, 5
• Strong: 6, 7, 8

3. Results

3.1. Study Characteristics

We extracted several characteristics of included studies (see Table 4). Regarding the year of
publication, although the timeframe for the search is from 1990 to 2017, it appears that the earliest
year an eligible article was published is 2005 [72]. Fifteen (29.4%) studies were published between
2005 and 2009, and 36 (70.6%) studies were published after 2010, particularly in 2014 and 2016,
each year with ten articles. This indicates rapidly increasing interest in this research area in recent
years. Regarding the study location, 23 (45.1%) studies were taken in North America, of which 16 were
in the United States, and seven were in Canada. Nine (17.6%) studies were conducted in Australia
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and one in New Zealand. Nine (17.6%) studies were carried out in European countries. Six studies
were conducted in Asia and two studies in South America. Two studies were cross-national studies,
with one study [62] containing five European countries and the other one [69] containing ten countries
from four continents. All the studies examined both male and female subjects. The least number of
sample size was 72 [29]. Thirty-one (60.8%) studies have a sample size between 500 and 3000. Twelve
(23.5%) studies have a sample size over 5000 respondents.

The majority of studies (92.2%) only used cross-sectional data, and four studies [26–28,60] used
longitudinal data. Twenty-eight (54.9%) studies exclusively focused on walking for transport, and ten
(19.6%) studies exclusively focused on cycling for transport. Seven studies examined walking and
cycling for transport separately, and six studies examined general AT. The measurements of walking
and/or cycling for transport included participation (e.g., respondents reported whether or not they
used AT in the last week), frequency (e.g., respondents reported how many times they used AT in the
last week), and duration (e.g., respondents reported how much time they spent on AT in the last week).

Regarding the objective measurements of the built environment, GIS technique was widely used
(70.6%). Although all these 51 studies have focused on the neighborhood built environment, they used
different analyzed geographic units. Twenty-nine (56.9%) studies measured the area within certain
distances around each respondent’s home address (e.g., 500 m street network distance around each
respondent’s home). Twelve (23.5%) studies used the stable geographical areas (e.g., neighborhoods
defined by local administrations, census tracts, or statistical sectors). Eight (15.7%) studies measured
the area within certain distances around the neighborhood. For the studies that provided a specific
radius for buffer size, the distance ranged from 200 m to 3500 m.

Table 4. Summary of study characteristics.

Author, (Year), Reference Location,
Sample Size

Mean Age/Age
Range (Years)

Objective Measures
of Built

Environment
Travel Mode Analyzed Geographic Unit

McCormack et al. (2012) [25] Australia, 1681 40.2 GIS-based measures 1 1.6-km road network buffer around
home address

Knuiman et al. (2014) [26] Australia, 1703
(baseline d) 39.9 GIS-based measures 1 1.6-km road network buffer around

home address

Kamruzzaman et al. (2016) [27] Australia, 3612
(baseline) 40–70 Archival datasets e 1 1-km circular buffer around

home address

Wasfi et al. (2016) [28] Canada, 2976
(baseline) 18–55 Walk Score metric 1 Walk Score based on residential location

Miles et al. (2008) [29] USA, 72 40; 44 GIS-based measures;
direct observations 1 402-m, 805-m, 1609-m of the center of

the neighborhoods

Lee and Moudon (2006) [30] USA, 438 ≥18 GIS-based measures 1

Land use and infrastructure: 1-km
around home address; access to
destination: 3-km around home
address; density: parcel level and 1-km
around home address

Handy et al. (2006) [31] USA, 1672 43.3; 54.7 GIS-based measures 1 400-m, 800-m, 1600-m street network
buffer around home address

Pikora et al. (2006) [32] Australia, 1678 18–59 SPACES c instrument 1 400-m radius buffer around
home address

Forsyth et al. (2007) [33] USA, 715 44/49 GIS-based measures 1
805 × 805 m2; 0.2-km, 0.4-km, 0.8-km,
1.6-km street network and straight-line
buffer around home address

Rodríguez et al. (2009) [34] USA, 5529 45–84 GIS-based measures 1 200-m radius buffer around
home address

Sundquist et al. (2011) [35] Sweden, 2269 20–66 GIS-based measures 1 Neighborhood based on
administrative area

Carlson et al. (2012) [36] USA, 679 52 Built environment
metrics 1 Neighborhood based on

administrative area

Karusisi et al. (2014) [37] France, 7290 30–79 GIS-based measures 1 500-m street network radius buffer
around home and workplace
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Table 4. Cont.

Author, (Year), Reference Location, Sample
Size

Mean Age/Age
Range (Years)

Objective Measures
of Built

Environment
Travel Mode Analyzed Geographic Unit

Sung et al. (2014) [38] Korea, 1826 39.6 GIS-based measures 1 250-m, 500-m, 1000-m, 1500-m circular
buffers around home

Jack and McCormack (2014) [39] Canada, 1875 ≥18 GIS-based measures 1 1.6-km street network buffer around
home address

Reyer et al. (2014) [40] Germany, 1871 54.1 GIS-based measures;
Walk Score metric 1 Walk Score: 500-m area around

home address

Thielman et al. (2015) [41] Canada, 151,318 >12 Walk Score metric 1
Walk Score values were assigned to
postal codes and a single postal code
can include multiple respondents

Owen et al. (2007) [42] Australia, 2650 20–65 GIS-based measures 1 Census Collectors’ Districts

Tilt et al. (2007) [43] USA, 529 ≥18 GIS-based measures 1 0.4-mi street networks buffer of
residential parcels

Saelens et al. (2012) [44] USA, 2199 45.2 GIS-based measures 1 1-km street network buffer around
home address

Riva et al. (2009) [45] Canada, 2716 ≥45 GIS-based measures 1

Dissemination area-level: stable
geographic units composed of one or
more neighboring street blocks, with a
population of 400–700 persons

Turrell et al. (2013) [46] Australia, 10,711 40–65 Archival datasets 1 Census Collectors’ Districts

Wineman et al. (2014) [47] USA, 460 50.9 GIS-based measures 1

Street connectivity and integration:
0.5-mi radius from survey participant’s
residential block; density and land use
mix: 0.25-mi, 0.5-mi radius

Oliver et al. (2011) [48] Canada, 1602 47 GIS-based measures 1 1-km road network buffer around each
respondent’s postal code

Koohsari et al. (2017) [49] Japan, 569 55.8 GIS-based measures 1
Intersection density: 800-m radius
buffer around home address; Street
integration: 1-km radius buffer

Larrañaga et al. (2016) [50] Brazil, 442
household 43 GIS-based measures 1 500-m buffer from the geometric center

of the census tract of residence

Kelley et al. (2016) [51] USA, 906 55 Walk Score metric 1 Walk Scores base on home address

Koohsari et al. (2017) [52] Australia, 16,345 46.6 Archival datasets;
Walk Score metric 1 Statistical Area 1 (the smallest

geographic unit in Australia)

Dill and Voros (2007) [53] USA, 566 ≥18 GIS-based measures 2 0.25-mi buffer around home address

Owen et al. (2010) [54] Australia, 1940 45.4 GIS-based measures 2 Census Collectors’ Districts

Rybarczyk and Wu (2014) [55] USA, 6210 18–74 GIS-based measures 2 3-km straight-line buffers around
home address

Zhao (2014) [56] China, 613 48.1; 43.7 Archival datasets 2 3.5-km radius from the centroid of a
community

Foster et al. (2011) [57] UK, 13,927 41–80 GIS-based measures 2 0.5-km, 1-km, 2-km, 3.2-km buffers
around home address

Ma and Dill (2015) [58] USA, 616 51.3 GIS-based measures 2 0.5-mi circular and network buffers
around home address

Heesch et al. (2015) [59] Australia, 10,328 40–65 GIS-based measures 2 Neighborhood suburbs (a median of
3.9 km2 in size)

Zahabi et al. (2016) [60] Canada, 21,188
(baseline); ≥15 GIS-based measures 2 500-m grid cell level

Braun et al. (2016) [61] Spain, 765 18–65 GIS-based measures 2 400-m circular buffer around
home address

Mertens et al. (2017) [62] Five countries a,
3904 45.5 SPOTLIGHT Virtual

Audit Tool 2

In Hungary: 1 km2 areas in greater
Budapest; in other countries:
neighborhoods based on local
administrative boundaries

Kondo et al. (2009) [63] Japan, 156 51.0; 53.8 GIS-based measures 3 500-m radius buffer around
home address

Cervero et al. (2009) [64] Colombia, 1285 ≥18 GIS-based measures 3

500-m straight-line radius around the
sampled neighborhoods; and 1000-m
straight-line beyond the perimeters of
sampled neighborhoods

Van Dyck et al. (2009) [65] Belgium, 120 43
Field observations,
geographical map

data
3 800-m radius buffer around

home address

Van Dyck et al. (2010) [66] Belgium, 1166 42.7 GIS-based measures 3 Neighborhood based on
statistical sectors

Fan et al. (2014) [67] USA, 39,660 census
tracts 37.7 GIS-based measures 3 Census tract (between 1200 and

8000 residents)
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Table 4. Cont.

Author, (Year), Reference Location,
Sample Size

Mean Age/Age
Range (Years)

Objective Measures
of Built

Environment
Travel Mode Analyzed Geographic Unit

Munshi (2016) [68] India, 2050 38; 39; 40; 44 Archival datasets 3 100-m equal size grid cell level

Christiansen et al. (2016) [69] Ten countries b,
12,181

18–66 GIS-based measures 3 500-m and 1-km street-network buffer
around home address

Witten et al. (2012) [70] New Zealand,
2033 20–65

GIS-based measures
and SPACES c

instrument
4

Accessibility: 800-m along street
network of a meshblock centroid; other
variables: at the meshblock level

Frank et al. (2006) [71] USA, 1228 44 Archival datasets 4 1-km street network buffer around
home address

Hoehner et al. (2005) [72] USA, 1053 18–96 Environmental
audits 4 400-m buffer around home address

de Sa and Ardern (2014) [73] Canada, 1158 47.9 GIS-based measures 4 500-m radius buffer around
home address

Mäki-Opas et al. (2016) [74] Finland, 2098 30–64 GIS-based measures 4
The pedestrian and cycling network
within 500-m buffer around
home address

Feng (2016) [75] China, 5051 ≥20 Archival datasets 4 1-km radius circle buffer around the
center of each traffic analysis zone

1 = the study only measured walking for transport; 2 = the study only measured cycling for transport; 3 = the
study measured walking and cycling for transport as separate variables; 4 = the study measured walking and
cycling transport as one variable; km = kilometer; m = meter; mi = mile; a Belgium, France, Hungary, Netherlands,
and UK; b Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Mexico, New Zealand, United Kingdom,
and United States; c Systematic Pedestrian and Cycling Environmental Scan instrument; d In longitudinal studies,
only the sample size of baseline was shown here; e Archival datasets means the research used available built
environment datasets (e.g., spatial data from local planning authority), but the audit tool or analyzed tool was not
explicitly elaborated.

3.2. Results of Quality Assessment

The results of the quality assessment of each study are presented in Table 5. Overall, 22 (43.1%)
studies were of strong quality, 21 (41.2%) were of moderate quality, and eight (15.7%) were of weak
quality. The majority of studies (68.6%) had an overall response rate above 20%, 12 (23.5%) studies
had below 5% or not provided. Only 13 (25.5%) studies claimed to have used a representative
sample. Twenty-five (49.0%) studies claimed to have used a valid questionnaire in acquiring AT data.
The International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) was used widely (33.3%) and has been proved
to have acceptable validity and reliability [79]. Twelve studies (23.5%) did not mention the validity and
reliability of their self-reported surveys. All the 51 studies have controlled for socioeconomic factors in
their statistical analysis. Eighteen (35.3%) studies also controlled for self-selection factors.

In general, studies that focused on walking and general AT were of higher quality than studies
that focused on cycling. For the studies that only examined walking for transport, 13 out of 28 studies
were of strong quality. For the studies that only studied cycling for transport, only one [59] out of ten
studies was of strong quality. Regarding the studies that examined general AT, five out of six were of
strong quality.
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Table 5. Summary of quality assessment results.

Author, (Year), Reference Response
Rate Representativeness Outcome

Measures
Confounding

Factors Global Rating

McCormack et al. (2012) [25] 2 0 2 2 6 Strong
Knuiman et al. (2014) [26] 2 0 2 2 6 Strong

Kamruzzaman et al. (2016) [27] 2 2 2 2 8 Strong
Wasfi et al. (2016) [28] 2 2 1 2 7 Strong
Miles et al. (2008) [29] 0 2 2 1 5 Moderate

Lee and Moudon (2006) [30] 2 1 2 2 7 Strong
Handy et al. (2006) [31] 2 1 0 2 5 Moderate
Pikora et al. (2006) [32] 2 0 0 2 4 Moderate
Forsyth et al. (2007) [33] 0 1 2 1 4 Moderate

Rodríguez et al. (2009) [34] 2 0 2 1 5 Moderate
Sundquist et al. (2011) [35] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong

Carlson et al. (2012) [36] 2 1 1 1 5 Moderate
Karusisi et al. (2014) [37] 2 1 0 1 4 Moderate

Sung et al. (2014) [38] 0 1 1 1 3 Weak
Jack and McCormack (2014) [39] 2 0 2 2 6 Strong

Reyer et al. (2014) [40] 0 1 1 1 3 Weak
Thielman et al. (2015) [41] 2 2 1 1 6 Strong

Owen et al. (2007) [42] 1 1 2 2 6 Strong
Tilt et al. (2007) [43] 1 1 1 1 4 Moderate

Saelens et al. (2012) [44] 2 0 2 2 6 Strong
Riva et al. (2009) [45] 2 2 2 1 7 Strong

Turrell et al. (2013) [46] 2 2 0 1 5 Moderate
Wineman et al. (2014) [47] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong

Oliver et al. (2011) [48] 2 0 0 1 3 Weak
Koohsari et al. (2017) [49] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong

Larrañaga et al. (2016) [50] 2 1 0 2 5 Moderate
Kelley et al. (2016) [51] 2 2 0 1 5 Moderate

Koohsari et al. (2017) [52] 2 1 1 1 5 Moderate
Dill and Voros (2007) [53] 2 0 0 2 4 Moderate

Owen et al. (2010) [54] 1 0 2 1 4 Moderate
Rybarczyk and Wu (2014) [55] 0 1 1 1 3 Weak

Zhao (2014) [56] 0 2 0 1 3 Weak
Foster et al. (2011) [57] 0 2 1 1 4 Moderate
Ma and Dill (2015) [58] 2 1 0 2 5 Moderate
Heesch et al. (2015) [59] 2 2 0 2 6 Strong
Zahabi et al. (2016) [60] 0 1 1 2 4 Moderate
Braun et al. (2016) [61] 2 1 0 1 4 Moderate

Mertens et al. (2017) [62] 1 0 2 1 4 Moderate
Kondo et al. (2009) [63] 2 0 2 1 5 Moderate

Cervero et al. (2009) [64] 2 2 2 1 7 Strong
Van Dyck et al. (2009) [65] 2 1 2 2 7 Strong
Van Dyck et al. (2010) [66] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong

Fan et al. (2014) [67] 0 1 1 1 3 Weak
Munshi (2016) [68] 0 1 0 2 3 Weak

Christiansen et al. (2016) [69] 0 1 2 1 4 Moderate
Witten et al. (2012) [70] 2 1 2 2 7 Strong
Frank et al. (2006) [71] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong

Hoehner et al. (2005) [72] 2 1 2 1 6 Strong
De Sa and Ardern (2014) [73] 2 2 1 1 6 Strong
Mäki-Opas et al. (2016) [74] 2 2 2 1 7 Strong

Feng (2016) [75] 0 1 1 1 3 Weak

3.3. Relationship between Neighborhood Built Environment and AT

Among the twelve built environment factors, street connectivity (n = 18) was most frequently
reached a conclusion in the included studies, followed by residential density (n = 16), access to
destinations (n = 16), and walkability (n = 15). Studies with different levels of quality were all
categorized to generate a final summary result, and studies of weak quality were marked with “*” in
the following tables.

3.3.1. Walking for Transport

Thirty-five studies examined the relationship between the built environment and walking for
transport (Table 6). We found convincing positive relationships between walking for transport and
residential density, land use mix, street connectivity, retail land use, walkability, sidewalk, and access
to destinations. In addition, we found neighborhood aesthetics was not related.
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Table 6. Summary of relationships between built environment and walking for transport.

Built Environment
Factors

Positive Relationship Not Related
Negative

Relationship
Overall Results

A B

Residential density [27] [29] [30] [33] [34] [50] [67] * [68] * [26] [30] [30]
[63] [64] [30] [47] 8/15 P

Land use mix [26] [38] * [38] * [46] [48] * [68] * [69] [48] * [64] 7/9 P

Street connectivity [26] [27] [27] [36] [44] [46] [49] [50]
[64] [67] * [37] [63] [64] 10/13 P

Retail land use [34] [38] * [44] [48] * [50] 5/5 P

Walkability [25] [28] [32] [35] [39] [39] [40] * [40] *
[41] [42] [45] [51] m [52] [65] [66] [25] [42] [51] f 15/18 P

Street integration [47] [52] [49] 2/3 -

Sidewalk [25] [25] [32] [36] [30] [63] 4/6 P

Access to destinations [26] [29] [30] [31] [32] [37] [38] * [38] *
[43] [64] [64] [67] * 10/12 P

Traffic volume/speed [30] [32] 2/2 -

Hilliness [30] [50] [64] 3/3 -

Neighborhood aesthetics [48] * [30] [32] [43] [67] * 3/5 O

* Studies of weak quality; f female subjects; m male subjects; A = number of the most common results divided by
number of all results; B = summary code; - = not able to get a summary result; P = convincing positive relationship;
O = convincingly not related.

3.3.2. Cycling for Transport

Seventeen studies provided results of relationships between cycling for transport and built
environment factors (Table 7). Street connectivity and bike lane were most frequently examined,
and both were found to have a convincing positive relationship with cycling for transport.
Neighborhood aesthetics and access to destinations showed convincing negative relationships.

Table 7. Summary of relationships between built environment and cycling for transport.

Built Environment
Factors

Positive
Relationship Not Related

Negative
Relationship

Overall Results

A B

Residential density [68] * [56] * [61] [63] 3/4 -

Land use mix [56] * [63] f [69] [63] m 3/4 -

Street connectivity [53] [55] * [56] *
[60] [67] * [69] [63] 6/7 P

Retail land use [61] 1/1 -

Walkability [54] [66] [65] 2/3 -

Sidewalk [63] 1/1 -

Bicycle lane [56] * [58] [58]
[60] [61] [62] [53] [61] [64] 6/9 P

Access to destinations [58] [59] [56] * [58] [61] [67] * 4/6 N

Traffic volume/speed [57] [62] 1/2 -

Hilliness [64] 1/1 -

Neighborhood aesthetics [62] [69] [55] * [62] [67] * 3/5 N

* Studies of weak quality; f female subjects; m male subjects; A = number of the most common results divided by
number of all results; B = summary code; - = not able to get a summary result; P = convincing positive relationship;
N = convincing negative relationship.
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3.3.3. General AT

Only six studies [70–75] investigated the relationship between built environment factors and
general AT (Table 8). No possible or convincing evidence was concluded because of limited
evidence appeared.

Table 8. Summary of relationships between built environment and general active transportation.

Built Environment
Factors

Positive
Relationship Not Related

Negative
Relationship

Overall Results

A B

Residential density [70] [73] 2/2 -

Land use mix [75] * 1/1 -

Street connectivity [70] [75] * 2/2 -

Walkability [71] 1/1 -

Sidewalk [74] [75] * 2/2 -

Bicycle lane [74] [75] * 2/2 -

Access to destinations [70] [72] 2/2 -

Neighborhood aesthetics [75] * [73] [72] [74] 2/4 -

* Studies of weak quality; A = number of the most common results divided by number of all results; B = summary
code; - = not able to get a summary result.

3.3.4. Inconsistent Results from Studies with Different Designs

To examine the impact of study designs on the relationship between built environment factors
and AT, a summary of inconsistent results from studies with different designs was showed in
Table 9. Two studies [30,64] found inconsistent results when using different analyzed geographic
units. Five studies [25,30,42,58,62] found inconsistent results when using different measurements
of AT. One study [48] found inconsistent relationships between land use mix and walking to
different destinations.

Table 9. Summary of inconsistent results from studies with different designs.

Built Environment Factors Reference Result

Residential density [30]
• Parcel level density was positively related to the frequency of walking for

transport and not related to the participation in walking for transport
• Area level density was not related to the frequency of walking for transport

and negatively related to the participation in walking for transport

Land use mix [48] • Land use mix was positively related to walking for errands
• Land use mix was not related to walking to work/school

Street connectivity [64]
• 500-m buffer: street connectivity was positively related to walking

for transport
• 1000-m buffer: street connectivity was not related to walking for transport

Walkability

[25]
• Walkability was positively related to the participation in walking

for transport
• Walkability was not related to the duration of walking for transport

[42] • Walkability was positively related to the frequency of walking for transport
• Walkability was not related to the duration of walking for transport

Bicycle lane [61] • Bicycle lane was not related to cycling for transport
• Bicycle network connectivity was positively related to cycling for transport
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Table 9. Cont.

Built Environment Factors Reference Result

Access to destinations

[58]
• Access to retail jobs was positively related to the frequency of cycling for transport
• Access to retail jobs was negatively related to the participation in cycling

for transport

[64] • 500-m buffer: access to destination was not related to walking for transport
• 1000-m buffer: access to destination was positively related to walking for transport

Neighborhood aesthetics [62] • Presence of trees was positively related to the participation in cycling for transport
• Presence of trees was negatively related to the duration of cycling for transport

4. Discussion

4.1. Summary of Evidence

According to the review of 51 studies, we found that most studies examined factors related to
walkability and accessibility, and only a few studies examined traffic volume and hilliness. Many
factors showed convincing positive relationship with walking for transport, including residential
density, land use mix, street connectivity, retail land use, walkability, sidewalk, and access to
destinations. Neighborhood aesthetics showed no relationship. Regarding cycling for transport,
while street connectivity and bike lane showed a convincing positive relationship, neighborhood
aesthetics and access to destinations showed a convincing negative relationship. We were not able to
reach a conclusion regarding the general AT because of the limited number of studies.

4.1.1. Comparison of Results between Walking and Cycling for Transport

Regarding the overall results, while street connectivity showed a convincing positive relationship
with both walking and cycling for transport, access to destinations and neighborhood aesthetics
showed inconsistent results. Particularly, access to destinations showed opposite results between
walking and cycling for transport. Two studies [56,61] found that access to public transit services was
negatively related to cycling for transport. It is possible that people who have easy access to public
transport would choose to use it rather than cycling. Furthermore, neighborhood aesthetics showed no
relationship with walking for transport but did show a convincing negative relationship with cycling
for transport. It is possible that green space or parks might lead to a long travel distance [67] and
unsafe perception of cyclists [55].

Regarding the seven studies [63–69] that examined both walking and cycling for transport,
two studies [65,69] found inconsistent results. Christiansen and colleagues [69] conducted an
international comparative study, and they found that intersection density was linearly positively
related to cycling for transport, but not linearly related to walking for transport. They suggested that
there might be optimum values of built environment factors to better facilitate AT. Van Dyck et al. [65]
found that walkability was positively related to walking for transport, but not related to cycling for
transport. Overall, we should consider the differences between walking and cycling, and particularly
the differences in their relationships with built environment.

4.1.2. Comparison with Existing Literature Reviews

Generally, our study confirmed some results of existing literature reviews [14–20]: residential
density, street connectivity, and land use mix, walkability and access to destinations are positively
related to walking for transportation. Our review also found that only a small proportion of studies
focused on cycling and general AT, which is in line with existing reviews [15,80]. The more focus
on walking is possibly because walking is more popular than cycling as a daily physical activity,
especially in North American countries. Even so, we found that more and more studies on cycling
were conducted in North America. While only five [53,55,58,60,67] out of 28 studies that took place
in North America examined cycling, four [55,58,60,67] out of the five were published since 2014.
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Moreover, we found that bike lanes were positively related to cycling for transport, which was in
accordance with the review of Fraser and Lock [81]. However, the findings of a negative relationship
with neighborhood aesthetics and access to destinations (especially public transport) were not in
agreement with the reviews of Fraser and Lock and Van Holle et al. [20,81]. Fraser and Lock [81] found
that proximity to green space was positively related to cycling for transport. Van Holle et al. [20]
found that aesthetics and access to public transport were not related. The inconsistency of the results
is probably because only a few studies focused on cycling for transport, which might lead to the
unrepresentative and inaccurate results.

4.2. Differences in the Results of Studies with Different Designs

4.2.1. Study Location

While 21 countries were included in the 51 studies, we found it hard to identify the differences in
results between different countries because only a small number of studies were conducted outside
North America and Australasia. Four studies [35,40,65,66] in Europe found that walkability was
positively related to walking for transport, and the results were in agreement with the findings of
North America and Australasia studies and a review that focused on European adults [20]. Moreover,
although most included studies were conducted in high-income countries, studies from the USA,
Australia, and Belgium all confirmed that residents in the neighborhood with a higher level of
socioeconomically disadvantage walked more for transport [29,46,66]. It is understandable that
residents in the socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhood might have less access to private cars,
thus contributing to a higher level of AT [29,46]. While most studies in the USA found that residential
density was positively related to walking for transport, one study found a negative relationship in
socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhoods in Detroit [47]. It is possible that residents in the
socioeconomically disadvantaged neighborhood have a higher perception of crime that indicates a
modifying influence on the relationship between walking for transport and built environment [47].
However, the geographical and cultural backgrounds in different continents are different, which might
affect the relationship between built environment and AT. For instance, European cities tend to have a
more compact urban structure, while the majority of cities in the United States have a scattered urban
pattern due to the urban sprawl development [20]. Previous studies have found that the use of bicycles
in some European countries was ten times greater than the use in America [53,82]. To further identify
the differences of built environment relationships with AT in different countries, more empirical
studies from different contexts are necessary.

4.2.2. Study Quality

Regarding studies of different quality, studies that were assessed as having weak quality did not
show obviously different results with studies of moderate or strong quality. Self-selection, another
major concern proposed in previous studies [14,21,25,31], also did not show a strong influence on the
relationship between the built environment and AT. Only one study found that, after controlling for
the self-selection factor, walkability was not related to the weekly minutes of walking for transport,
but it was still positively related to the frequency of walking for transport [42]. Other studies have
confirmed that built environment was related to AT even after controlling for self-selection. This finding
is consistent with one previous review study [16]. It is promising that several built environment
factors may facilitate AT after considering self-selection factors [16]. However, only 18 out of 51
studies examined self-selection factors in this review; future studies need further examine the role of
self-selection in affecting the relationship between built environment and AT.

4.2.3. Analyzed Geographic Unit and Different Measurements of AT

Some inconsistent evidence appeared when studies adopted different analyzed geographic
units [30,64]. These inconsistencies showed that it remains unclear which geographic unit could
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measure the relationship between the built environment and walking for transport most accurately.
As a result, future studies should be aware that using different analyzed geographic units might
lead to different results, and researchers should consider proper geographic units for different built
environment factors to explain the relationships accurately.

Two studies in Australia found that walkability had inconsistent relationships with different
measurements of walking for transport [25,42]. It is possible that a more walkable neighborhood may
encourage more walking episodes and reduce the duration of each episode [42]. Ma and Dill [58] found
that access to retail was positively related to the frequency of cycling for transport, but negatively
related to the participation in cycling for transport. It is possible that for the people who were not
used to cycling, they might choose walking rather than cycling when they live close to destinations,
but frequent cyclists might still cycle more if they have higher access to destinations [58]. However,
these inconsistencies show that we need to distinguish the different measurements of AT to avoid the
mismatch in the relationship between built environment and AT.

4.3. Limitation and Implications for Future Research

4.3.1. Limitation of the Included Studies

The main limitation of the included studies might be that 47 out of the 51 studies only used
cross-sectional data, which cannot contribute to the demonstration of a causal relationship between
the built environment and physical activity. Regarding the quality of the included studies, we marked
“0” in the corresponding categories of quality assessment when some studies did not show the
representative of study sample and reliability and validity of AT data. It is possible that some of
these studies did use representative samples or reliable and valid AT data but ignored to show the
details in their texts. Moreover, there might be a mismatch between neighborhood built environment
and AT. For example, several studies measured the neighborhood built environment, but the AT
data were referring to the amount of AT that happened both in and outside the neighborhood.
It would be more accurate to analyze the relationship between neighborhood built environment
and within-neighborhood AT. In addition, only a few studies investigated general AT and cycling for
transport, which might lead to limited evidence or biased results in concluding the results regarding
general AT and cycling for transport.

4.3.2. Limitation of the Systematic Review

There are several limitations related to the review method. First, to ensure the quality of selected
studies, this review only includes articles that were published in peer-reviewed journals. It is possible
that some valuable evidence in grey literature was missed. Second, 33 out of the 51 studies were
conducted in North American and Australasian countries, and only a few studies took place in Europe,
Asia, and South America. This is possibly because this review only searched publications written in
English. Given the differences in travel behavior in different geographical contexts, the conclusions of
this review may not generalize to different geographic regions [20]. Third, some biases might exist
in data extraction process. For instance, some studies conducted several analysis models, but we
only selected and summarized the results of the more comprehensive model and linear relationship.
Therefore, the results in the summary tables might be slightly different from the conclusion of the
original studies.

4.3.3. Implication for Future Research

First, future studies should pay more attention to cycling behavior and cycling environment.
Cycling can be a promising way to replace private car use for short trips, and it can be more effective
than walking in enhancing health because it is more intensive [10,83].

Second, future studies should figure out that at which geographic unit should different built
environment factor be measured to increase the accuracy of the result. For future studies that examine
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the cycling environment, a larger buffer size is needed as cycling is faster and the travel distance is
longer than walking [69]. For instance, a previous study has suggested that a suitable buffer size
should be 3 km (a 20-min cycling range) for examining cycling behavior [84].

Third, future studies should further explore the role of self-selection factors and distinguish the
differences in the relationship between built environment factors and different measurements of AT.

Fourth, we need more studies in continents other than North America and Australasia and more
longitudinal studies to better understand the relationship between the built environment and AT in
different contexts.

5. Conclusions

Overall, this review found that several built environment factors were related to walking for
transport, even in studies that have controlled for self-selection factors. Factors related to walkability
(walkability index, street connectivity, residential density and land use mix), retail land use, sidewalk,
and access to destinations were more often found to have a convincing positive relationship with
walking for transport. Neighborhood aesthetics showed no relationship. Regarding cycling for
transport, street connectivity and bike lane showed a convincing positive relationship. Neighborhood
aesthetics and access to destinations showed a convincing negative relationship. The differences
in the relationship of built environment with walking for transport and with cycling for transport
indicate the need for separating the research on different forms of AT. Moreover, this review found
that studies using different analyzed geographic units could generate different results, indicating the
need for using more suitable geographic units to explain the relationships accurately. This review also
found that built environment factors had inconsistent relationships with different measurements of AT,
and future studies should distinguish the different measurements of AT to avoid the mismatch in the
relationships between built environment and AT. To increase people’s daily physical activity level and
reduce the dependency on cars, it is essential to create a walking and cycling friendly environment.
This review may contribute to the understanding of how to promote AT through the built environment
and have implications for urban planners and policy makers.
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